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Co-Founder Amy Looper Earns Recognition on Grow Ensemble’s
Top 50 Social Entrepreneur List
AUSTIN, TX – (April 25, 2020) Co-founder Amy Looper of Austin-based OneSeventeen
Media was recently announced as one of the Top 50 Social Entrepreneurs Changing the
World from the Grow Ensemble podcast.
In early 2019, Grow Ensemble co-founders Cory Amos and Annie Bright launched The Social
Entrepreneurship & Innovation Podcast, where they release weekly episodes featuring both
established and emerging leaders in the social impact and socially responsible business space.
A wide variety of topics have been covered with social entrepreneurs and innovators from a
wide range of industries—tour companies, medtech, agencies, hospitality, and many more.
Whether you want to hear from the CEOs of some of the world’s most successful socially
responsible businesses, small business leaders making massive waves in their industry, or
Executive Directors from entrepreneurial nonprofit organizations influencing widespread
positive change, the gang’s all there.
The businesses featured on the Grow Ensemble podcast aren’t just running a Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) program to check the boxes on “social good.” These businesses and
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Entrepreneurs have integrated positive social change and impact into their core of how they do
business and how they show up in the world.
“Their business methods and philosophies are inspiring for the change-maker and entrepreneur
alike, making it clear that not only are those two identities compatible, but they should be
inextricably entwined. What a pleasure it’s been to sit down with so many generous and
successful social entrepreneurs and innovators!” shares co-founder Amos.

About OneSeventeen Media, PBC
reThinkIt!, brought to you by OneSeventeen Media, is a digital mental health platform using
chatbot assistants, live chat counselors and an evidence-based "early detection" assessment to
help kids 10-18 better process difficult emotions, understand their own behaviors, and navigate
those of others – at school, home or on their own. OneSeventeen Media’s founders, Beth Carls
and Amy Looper, are passionate about making kids’ lives better and easier to manage. By
creating relevant mobile tools, they help them navigate their world in a respectful, responsible
and confident way to become successful, productive global citizens. Learn more
at www.oneseventeenmedia.com.
About Grow Ensemble
Every individual and every business impacts the planet and the lives of the people on it. We
only have one Earth, and if we are going to survive, we have to live in a way that is cooperative,
compassionate, and sustainable. That means that we each take actions every day to ensure a
life of dignity for all people, protect the planet that sustains us, and support those who make
sustainable living possible. At Grow Ensemble, our mission is to make sustainability and betterfor-the-world business practices the norm for both individuals and businesses. We have to keep
growing in our impact, and the only way forward is together. Learn more at
www.growensemble.com
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